Given a Banach space E and a Banach lattice L, necessary and sufficient conditions on E and L are given such that every lattice summing operator T: E -L (cf. Introduction) is absolutely summing.
The following easy construction shows how lattice summing operators lead to absolutely summing operators. Let (L, y'), where y' G L', y > 0, denotes the completion of L with respect to the seminorm (y',\ ° \). (L, y')is isomorphic to L, and the natural lattice homomorphism Iv.: L -» (L, y') is continuous. Proposition 2.1. The following assertions are equivalent for an operator T: E -* L: (i) T is lattice summing; (ii) for each y' > 0, ly. ° T is absolutely summing; (iii) for every, or equivalent ly, for just one infinite-dimensional L x-space and for each positive operator S: L -* Lx, S ° T is absolutely summing.
We omit a standard proof. In order to give examples of lattice summing operators we state the following result. First we recall that an operator T: E -L is said to be majorizing if M(T) := sup{|| sup| Tjc;| || : Ilx,l! < l,i = \,...,n] i is finite. We denote by M(E, L) the Banach space of such operators. (cf. [3 or 5] for details). Note if L is 1-concave, then it is isomorphic to an L,-space (cf. e.g. [9] ). We say that F is finitely representable in E (respectively, K is lattice finitely representable in L) if there exists S > 0 such that, for each finite-dimensional subspace F0 Ç F (respectively, sublattice K0 G K ), one can find an isomorphism /0: F0 -> F (respectively I0: K0^> L) satisfying «-'lUIKII/oxll^ailxll for all x G F0 (respectively, x G K0).
3. Main result.
Theorem 3.1. The following conditions are equivalent:
such that both Tl^t^, E) = £(£", E) and L is p-concave.
Remark. We identify oo-absolutely summing and bounded operators. The following is an adaptation of what we need from Rosen thai [8] and Maurey and Pisier [7] . The implications (ii) « (iii) » (iv) are in Proposition 3 in [8] . The fact that infimum qE is never attained for q > 2, which is precisely what (v) says, is due to Maurey and Pisier [7] . Finally, (ii) is just a reformulation of (i) expressed in terms of finite rank operators. Now we examine three cases: pL = 2, p, G (1.2) and p, = 1. The first yields (III) with p = 2. in view of Corollary 3.1. In the second case we apply condition (v) of Proposition 3.1 so that p'L > qt: and this implies (III) with p G (1,2) . pL -1 carries no information about £, however, if qE < oo, then again q'E> p¡ -1 and we proceed as before in order to obtain (III) for a p G (1,2] . On the other hand, if qE = oo or, equivalently, if lx is finitely representable in £ (see [7] ), then by Corollary 3.1, L is 1-concave (note that p, = 1 does not imply 1-concavity, in general). This completes the proof of (II) =» (III). 4. Comments and corollaries. By Maurey-Pisier [7] , qE = inf{q: E is of cotype q}. Hence, in virtue of Proposition 3.1, the third assertion of Theorem 3.1 can be rephrased in the following manner:
(III') One of the following conditions is satisfied: (i) lx is finitely representable in £ and L is isomorphic to L,.
(ii) there exist p,q, 1 =£ p < q' *S 2, such that £ is of cotype q and L is p-concave, (iii) n^t^, £) = B(lx, E) and L is 2-concave. If £ is a Banach lattice, then the above takes a much simpler appearance (cf. [6] ): (III) There exist p, q such that either p = q' = 1 or p = q' -2 or 1 < p < q' *S 2, and £ is of cotype <? and L is p-concave. 
